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Mystery Disappearance of English Teacher 

Students Suspected 
Today, March 5, 2021 the body of English teacher Marisa 

Plazas from Los Molinos High School has been found 

death. 

 

According to forensics, the body has been dead since 2:43 

A.M. on the night of March 5 and that she was killed with a 

white weapon. 

 

Today in the morning Marisa's parents have been 

summoned to ask them some questions such as if she has 

had in the last few days any conflict with anyone or if 

anyone hated her and apparently they say that she got along 

well with everyone and that she treated them very well. 

 

They are investigating in high 

school asking students and 

several students in one class 

had heard that some students 

were going to do something to 

a teacher, they could not hear 

who or what. 

 

This is a picture of English teacher Marisa a few days 

before the horrible notice 

 

 

 



 

 

The police are after this case to find the person responsible 

for the murder of teacher Marisa. 

 

As we have said before they have interrogated several 

students and they had said that they 

were going to play a trick on a teacher so 

according to the voice of the kids who 

were spying we have 5 suspects. 

 

One with long hair chubby and tall 

another short with long thin hair 

another medium height with normal 

hair another short bald one these are 

the 5 culprits 

 

The police are questioning them and asking them what they 

did the previous night. 

 

One of them said he was watching a movie at home and 

that his parents were with him and his parents confirmed it 

so he is not another one who was having dinner with 

another suspect the partner he says he was having dinner 

with was at the movies another one was at the bowling alley 

with his family and another one was sick the night before so 

he did not leave his home 

 

Thanks to the statements of each of the students the police 

have found a culprit who claims to have been with one of 

the suspects having dinner but the other suspect claims to 



have been doing something else so the cops already have a 

culprit, the one with the long hair and tall Robert William. 


